
Amazing Hexagonal Carpentry Adopted By Honey Bees To 
Fix Wild Honeycombs 

 
Honeycomb is genuinely an excellent example of animal engineering. Honey bees 
are one such miraculous creature that constructs combs to store honey. Though it 

is pretty rare to achieve such remarkable geometric regularity, bees develop the 
comb by making many columns of indistinguishable six-sided cells, themselves 

organized in an interlocking example with hexagonal evenness. But did you know 
why they construct honeycomb in this particular shape? This is because hexagonal 
design expands the capacity region for organic raw honey while limiting the 

amount of wax required.  
 

Honeycomb is a segment with equivalent measured cells made by hexagonal-
formed tiles making the perimeter of the cells to be limited. Along these lines, the 
least materials are used by working drones because of the hexagonal design that 

builds a network of cells within a given volume. Also, hexagonal shapes have closed 
dimensions that can uphold queen cells, which are sporadic and uneven in shape.  

 
Developing their honeycomb into hexagon shapes, honey bees save a lot of time 
and energy that is used by the bees in critical jobs like gathering and transporting 

pollen and nectar. These tiny pollinators like to make hexagon shapes since it is 
more compact and robust. It can store vast amounts of its by-products like honey. 

In addition, the hexagonal shape makes the hive adaptable making it easier to be 
shipped and fit any place. 
 

But What is The Bee Hexagon Theorem? 
 

Two claims make us understand the bee hexagon theorem. The first claim says that 
the hexagons on the honeycomb are a genuine MES (A manufacturing execution 

system). Numerous biologists consider this the best example of why cells are built 
in the shape of hexagons, whereas mathematicians use it as nontrivial information. 
 

Furthermore, the core of the hexagons is a numerical outcome and isn't illustrative. 
It just compares to the "honeycomb theorem", which expresses that any partition 

of the plane into segments of the equivalent region has a perimeter essentially that 
of the ordinary hexagonal honeycomb tiling. It is a significant test demonstrating 
the honeycomb theorem because if a single unit area with a minimum perimeter 

was to be enclosed, then, at that point, the best shape won't be a hexagon, 
however a circle. Nonetheless, it becomes clear that circles won't fit the numerous 

cells together; they will leave holes.  
 
Numerous researchers and laypeople have additionally been interested in clarifying 

this theorem. For example, Marcus Terentius Varro, one of the early philosophers, 
proposed that with the end goal for honey bees to accomplish the best economy of 

materials, they assembled hexagonal cells. He had analyzed different polygons and 
put together his perception concerning the surface and perimeter ratio that 
hexagons have.  

https://geohoney.com/cat/raw-honey
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Varro revealed another idea that a potential development strategy may be implied 
by the comb's cell angles correspondence between the quantities of honey bees' 

legs. In any case, cells are circular when they are assembled; however, not 
hexagonal. Antiquated spectators noticed this and effectively exhibited it in their 

consideration of wax combs during the beginning phases of development.  
 
Rasmus Bartholin recommended that tension of every individual honey bee 

attempting to develop every cell consequently came about into hexagons. 
Thompson contended that the hexagonal example of cells is shaped by delicate wax 

because of surface pressure. The result of this surface tension is framed by three 
120˚ points between combinations of wax dividers in a triple intersection.  
 

Besides this, Pirk and fellow collaborators recently studied the wax condensing 
around a variety of elastic bungs to offer help to this theory. Finally, Karihaloo and 

colleagues reached a comparative end by creating an effect between nearby cells 
and surface pressure at the triple intersection.  
 

Bienefeld and Bauer contended that honey bees don't effectively warm the wax up 
to arrive at temperatures that form liquid equilibrium; this way, dependent on the 

mechanical forming of the cells, an alternative explanation was proposed. 
 

According to Mr. Basem Barry, founder & CEO of Geohoney, hexagonal carpentry of 
honey bees is undoubtedly splendid! Their method of construction has even been 
applied in a few structures and items throughout the planet. This is expected to be 

an excellent speciality of hexagons to conserve space and materials. However, 
although honey bees have settled with the hexagonal example in their hive, 

research predicts that honey bees are still learning to conserve more space. 
 


